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Introducing the new Paris Mac Immo Services Newsletter: topic-driven, relevant for 
property owners, renters and potential buyers in Paris, and always in French and 
English. Pour la version en Français, cliquez ici.  

 

GETTING GREEN: 
Environmental Initiatives in Paris 

 

 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/1581b6_e9185eb8bf79444c9aa120e341e441c4.pdf


Sustainability in Paris 
 
Paris aims to be carbon-neutral by 2050. To reach this goal, city officials have implemented the 
following : Eco-renovating Paris, the Resilience Strategy, Women4Climate conference. 
 
These measures have prompted individuals and businesses alike to think more mindfully of 
ways in which they interact with their environment. 
 

● Over the last several years, environmentally-friendly mobility in Paris has increased 
due to a ban on vehicles along the banks of the Seine and the creation of over 55km 
of bike lanes.  

 
● Since 2017, more than 30 drinking fountains have been installed throughout Paris, 

some with both sparkling and still water to discourage single-use plastic bottles 
(#bansingleuseplastics) and some with misting sprays to help cool off in the Summer 
heat! 

 

  
 

● The “Let’s Plant Paris” or “Végétalisons-Paris” invites you (yes, you!) to create your 
own little plot in a public garden, either for food or for pollinators (#savethebees) and 
to find your closest composting site (check out their Twitter here). 

 
● The latest initiative launched on June 12th is the long-overdue creation of the Navigo 

Easy Pass. This rechargeable transit pass replaces the 120-year old, iconic paper 
tickets to be completely phased out by 2021.   

   
Collaboration with citizens through civic and social responsibility is at the core of achieving the 
City’s sustainability goals. Participation is key. If you want to improve air quality, increase your 
neighborhood's green spaces, and weave stronger ties with your community, visit these links 
and get involved! 
 

● Participating in Shared Gardens 
● Starting your own community garden, with friends, family or colleagues 
● Making your building eco-friendly 
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NEIGHBORHOOD FOCUS : Sainte-Marguerite  

 
Nestled between Père-Lachaise cemetery, Place de la Nation and the Paris High-Line (Coulée 
Verte), the Sainte-Marguerite neighborhood has an abundance of small and discrete green 
spaces. 
 

● Square Raoul Nordling, which includes a playground, ping-pong table and fountain 
coming up from the ground, which children (and adults!) can play in during hot 
summer afternoons. (Raoul Nordling was a Swedish diplomat who negotiated with 
the Germans during World War II to limit destruction of the City). 

 
● Jardin de la Folie-Titon boasts a lily pond, a collection of maple trees and over 3,000 

square meters of grass. The garden was built on the ruins of 7800 square meters of 
industrial factories, to bring biodiversity to the neighborhood. Not only is this garden 
a haven for kids and adults alike, it is accessible to the alter-abled, and is also a 
non-smoking zone! Not to mention, every Summer Wednesday from 10 to noon, the 
Jardin de la Folie-Triton invites you to its open air book club. 

 

 
 

● The Square Louis Majorelle is 3,000 square meter garden close to Raoul Nordling. It 
was named after an influential member of the École de Nancy movement, which 
brought Art Nouveau to France. The garden was built in 1994, to celebrate the 
centenary of the movement. This garden is also accessible to pets, in line with the 
movement’s focus on flora and fauna as inspiration. 

 
● Want to visit more green spaces in the Sainte-Marguerite neighborhood? Check out 

Square de l’Impasse des jardiniers (this one has Foosball!), Jardin Damia (this garden 
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is super eco-friendly and accessible to the alter-abled), Square Colbert (boasts a 
beautiful neoclassical pavilion), or even Jardin Pierre-Joseph-Redouté (this garden 
has a large play area for kids). 

 
Since 2018, the city of Paris has begun renovations of seven ‘Grandes Places’ (large 
roundabouts) to offer Parisians a friendlier and greener city. Among these is the Place de la 
Nation in the Sainte Marguerite neighborhood. Pedestrian walkways going from outside the 
roundabout to its centre, signage inviting drivers to slow down and beautifully curated green 
spaces offer a sense of kinship. The streets of Paris are notoriously fast-paced, and although 
these renovations are sure to anger hurried drivers, they invite us to press pause on our busy 
day, check-in with ourselves and others, and appreciate our surroundings. For more on this 
project, click here.  

 
 

PROPERTY SPOTLIGHT : Alexandre Dumas  

 
 
Yolanda Robins, principal and founder of Paris Mac Immo Services assisted her Maui-based 
clients, Yasamin and Tony, in finding and purchasing their future Paris home (Dumas-Voltaire) 
on rue Alexandre Dumas. This sunlit, one bedroom gem of an apartment is on the third floor of 
a well-maintained period building in the heart of the Sainte-Marguerite district. The property, 
under the direction of Yolanda, will soon begin its transformation, through an environmentally 
responsible renovation and careful preservation of its historical details.  
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Want to follow the transformation of this property? Follow Paris Mac Immo Services on 
Instagram for weekly updates on the Alexandre Dumas project, starting the beginning of 
September. 
 
Stay tuned for the next Paris Mac Immo Services Newsletter regarding the return of rent control 
in Paris. 
 
 

Are you interested in purchasing or selling an apartment in Paris? Contact us! 
Telephone: +33675085526 

Email: yolanda@parismacimmo.com 
 

PARIS MAC IMMO SERVICES 
www.parismacimmo.com 

 
3 rue Taylor 
75010 Paris 

01 85 64 11 99  
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